
Creating Community in Online Teaching—Joonna Trapp

•Develop assignments and use 
materials that encourage writing 
& speaking with empathy
•Take opportunities to 
demonstrate an invitational and 
welcoming posture to all students

•Build trust with students by being fair in 
comments and admitting errors

•Build in flexibility and opportunity to fail
•Let students know that process is more 

important than product by allowing revision
•Student writing conferences are a gift of care

•Be sensitive about particular 
learning needs
•Attention to diverse learners
& cultural awareness
•Caption videos or post scripts
•Record synchronous sessions
•Monitor class discussion
•Set ground rules of listening and 
sharing
•Openly talk to the class about how to 
engage in sensitive topics/language
•Develop communication activities 
that teach diversity and cultural 
awareness (Name stories, etc.)
•Use culturally diverse content
•Include reflective writing assignment 

to give all students a sense of value

•Create assignments requiring 
collaboration for completion

•Online discussion boards 
responding to student-made 
videos and screencasts (Bell)

• Writing/discussion groups
•Have students record a video 

introducing a classmate that they 
have interviewed, recommending 
them to the class

•Develop collaborative 
projects which foster the 
growth of new knowledge
•Plan more personally 
interactive modes of 
discussion such as debates
•Use student-created 
content in class

•Post a video or picture with information about you as 
early in the semester. Reveal your personality.

•Engage in online discussion, post frequent 
announcements, & short videos with modules
•Give feedback promptly--write
comments that really listen/read their work.
•Consider check in appointments via 
phone or video
•Even in asynchronous 
environments, plan a Q& A via zoom 
or tutorial
•Write with your students & 
share your work
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